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Abstract
In recent years a lot of new mobility services (e.g. multi- or intermodal travel management and information systems) came up. Today, users have
to choose between a high variety of different mobility services and options. To reduce the complexity of these services, customized solutions to
support the users are needed. Therefore, we present the development of a mobility assistance system. The assistance gathers information from
timetables and real time information systems in public transportation, is connected to mobility services like car sharing, knows the users schedule
and only presents relevant information for the ongoing situation. It supports the user’s travel behavior by providing information on mode, route
or alternative starting times of trips. According to the user’s preferences, the assistance may adapt and reorganize the user’s weekly activity
schedule. To evaluate the impact on travel behavior caused by the mobility assistance, we use the travel demand model mobiTopp. We develop
a new module in the model to generate activity patterns. That enables us to get more insights into travel behavior and to evaluate the changes
occurred by the usage of the mobility assistance on personal level (e.g. how does the number of trips change) as well as on network level (e.g.
how does the morning peak shifts when a certain amount of people is using the assistance).
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1. Introduction
Extended technical possibilities (Internet of Things, IoT) allow the creation of new services as well as extensions to existing
mobility services. Hence, new mobility services, mobility management systems and the supply-side of transportation gain
increasing importance. Nowadays users have a lot of additional mobility options for their daily trips. Furthermore, activity patterns
are getting more and more flexible due to flexible working conditions and changing preferences. This causes extended complexity
in terms of decision management. Different options may possibly be connected for several trips; thus users have to compare
complex alternatives to each other. Therefore, customized decision support can help to identify best options for the individual thus
to optimize offered services as well as personal travel needs. In this paper we focus on the development of customized mobility
services and their effects on travel behavior by integrating these services in a travel demand model.
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Within the research project BiE (Evaluation of integrated Electric Mobility) several partners aim to develop support systems to
enhance the integration and acceptance of electric mobility solutions. Electric mobility solutions should be easily integrated in
daily routines and people should be able to evaluate and compare them to other mobility solutions, also non-electric. One of these
systems under development is a personal mobility assistance which supports users to perform their daily travel demand as best as
possible. The mobility assistance gives decision support to reduce the complexity arisen from combinatory tasks of several mobility
options. Therefore, it provides information on mode, route and starting time of trips. In addition, the assistance is capable to
reorganize activities in a person’s schedule in the course of one week such as combining activities e.g. due to spontaneous
circumstances like messages from IoT (internet of things) and in general for saving travel time, travel cost or environmental
pollution.
This paper describes the architecture of the mobility assistance and their functions. Furthermore, the impacts of such mobility
assistance systems will be investigated. Since the assistance may influence daily mobility (e.g. different order of activities due to
better travel times, cost-minimization due to combination of trips nearby …) this may affect personal mobility demand as well as
influence the transportation system itself. Therefore, a microscopic travel demand model is extended with a synthetic individual
activity generation module to evaluate the reorganization of activity patterns when using systems like the mobility assistance. The
travel demand model allows the quantification of the mobility assistances’ influence on personal daily travel behavior and
transportation systems as a whole.
2. Mobility Assistance
The mobility assistance is a distributed system which consists of different subsystems connected to each other. It can, for
example, be used through a mobile application (smartphone). The assistance gathers information from different services. Those
services include, amongst other data, information about time tables and real time information in public transportation, availability
of car sharing options or congestions in the road network. In order to reduce complexity, only relevant information about current
traffic situation is presented to the user. Furthermore, the assistance is connected to the user’s personal schedule and contains
individual user preferences. The system monitors the user’s schedule for new events. Besides information display, the system
subsequently proposes alternative event planning suggestions to optimize required trips according to the user’s preferences. This
optimization which depends on user criteria (e.g. minimization of travel times, minimization of travel costs) does also consider
previously chosen mobility options.
2.1. Distributed System
In order to compute optimized results over distributed information to each participant and in an individual manner, a complex
network with different subsystems is necessary. In this case it is important to understand two things about information processing:
1) the optimization can only be calculated by distributed applications 2) during optimization the state of an information object is
uncertain. As stated in the CAP theorem 2) holds true, even if synchronization mechanisms are employed: In distributed
applications it is not possible to guarantee that even in case of loss of messages (P) a modifiable data object is available (A) and
every participant of the distributed system has a consistent (C) view on this object (Fox and Brewer, 1999).
Considering the aforementioned situation, it is obvious that a distributed application which can provide such a mobility
assistance has to operate on distributed data and distributed algorithms. So as a first step requirements have to be prioritized in
order to identify a software architecture that best fits the demands. The three most important requirements to create a system for
mobility assistance are:
a) Real Time: Assistance (optimization support) should be provided to each user in (soft) real time.
b) Suboptimal Results: It is more important to display an improvement than to compute the optimum.
c) Scalability: The system has to operate even in the event of increasing number of users and data (high load).
In the light of these significant requirements, the project partners have not only been looking for software architectural solutions
that may cope with high operational demands but also provide improved flexibility regarding implementation. The latter is also
important, since the project is driven by different partners with very different expertise. Thinking in services, each partner could
implement and provide expertise as independent services. For about the last two decades the concept of service-oriented
architecture (SOA) has been developed to support similar scenarios. Nevertheless, within a couple of years these concepts have
been developed a lot further. Currently the concept of microservices draws a lot of attention (Lewis and Fowler, 2014; Richardson,
2014). Microservices can be seen as an architectural style for the design of distributed software systems. Briefly, microservices are
an approach to implement a system with a larger number of small services. This is comparable to the prime principles of a SOA.
With microservices, however, some more strict demands, not associated with SOA, apply. So each service should be carried out
independently (own process space), use its own data (database) and offers lightweight communication mechanisms (often REST)
to other services. With regard to the size of a service, it can be stated that it is intended to include only functionalities that can be
grouped around a single business capability. The services thus have a professional and highly restricted focus, which in turn directly
implements the fundamental principles of service-oriented architectures. In particular, loose coupling, strong cohesion and the
separation of concerns can be achieved easily. Microservices promote the following principles in particularly:
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x
x
x
x
x
x

Intelligent services and basic communication (Smart Endpoints & Dumb Pipes)
Evolutionary Design
Strict encapsulation (Shared Nothing)
Decentralized Governance
Decentralized data storage
Automation of infrastructure (build, test and deployment processes)

In contrast to classical SOA the microservice approach is based on simple communication mechanisms based on the concept of
smart endpoints & dumb pipes. Instead of a highly sophisticated Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) microservices tend to use the
architectural patterns Pipes & Filters. It follows that the intelligent processing of messages is performed within the services (Smart
endpoint) while the communication is established only on simple mechanisms (Dumb Pipe via REST or messaging via a
lightweight, asynchronous communication infrastructure). For this reason, microservices can be easily modified or replaced with
a new implementation. This follows the principle of evolutionary design. The strict encapsulation is an important prerequisite to
enable evolutionary design. These principles allow each partner to develop functionality independent of others. Furthermore, the
idea that each partner can bring in a specialized expertise is fostered, since each partner can develop algorithms and functionality
independent from others while relying on a distributed system whenever this is necessary.
In consequence multiple partners may contribute their specific knowledge as needed. The microservice approach allows to
create a distributed mobility system, which is capable of handling a high load of users concurrently including a real time traffic
analysis. Therefore, the BiE mobility assistance is being developed on basis of microservice architecture incorporating
asynchronous event handling and other well-known patterns from software engineering. Within the project consortium the decision
was made to build the assistance system on reactive microservices implemented as so called verticles (using the Vert.x framework).
The architecture of the Vert.x framework (see Figure 1) contributes to a high modularity of the system and facilitates the integration
of new mobility data providers.
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Figure 1: Vert.x - Application Architecture

Vert.x is a lightweight, event based framework that supports the development of distributed applications. Vert.x is polyglot,
thus supporting the independence of development teams through the possibility to use various programming languages to
implement individual services based on application components (so called verticles). A host can generally provide multiple JVMs,
which serve as the execution context of the individual Vert.x instances. Each Vert.x instance again hosts its own set of verticles.
Each verticle provides parts of the actual application logic. Usually a verticle will therefore respond to an event, or issue a new
event. This is possible in any combination. Communication between the verticles usually takes place via the integrated, distributed
event bus. The event bus decouples the verticles. Communication takes place through the typical messaging patterns (publishsubscribe or point-to-point). Also, in addition to the asynchronous communication patterns it is possible to establish synchronous
communication patterns.
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2.2. System Architecture
The mobility assistance is a complex network of different distributed subsystems that are connected to each other in order to
provide the desired mobility assistance functionality for the user. Therefore, the system architecture adapts the principles/concepts
of microservice-based architectures as described above (see section 2.1). An overview of the most important components
(considering the scope of the paper) is provided in Figure 2. Each component represents either
x
x
x
x

a service running of external domains providing data or functionality (white boxes),
a Vert.X Event Bus (green box),
a verticle running within the Vert.X instance (blue boxes) or
the mobile app that provides the user interface for the system (yellow box).

Figure 2: Mobility Assistance Architecture (Overview)

Additionally, each component displayed in Figure 2 can be assigned to a specific domain. All colored components displayed in
Figure 2 belong to the mobility assistance domain. These components coordinate monitoring as well as data processing activities
and handle the interaction with the customer (users of the Organizer App) and external domains. The remaining components (white
boxes) represent external domains that are separated according to the data they provide. Hence, the paper distinguishes between
Mobility Data and Mobility Service Provider Domain as well as a Calendar Domain. A detailed description of the components
displayed in Figure 2 is given below in Table 1:
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Table 1: Component Description of the Mobility Assistance
Component

Type

Functionality

Calendar
Service

External Domain/
Data Provider

Calendar service (e.g. Google Calendar or Microsoft Outlook) that provides a set of
appointments/activities that should be optimized.

Calendar
Adapter

Verticle

Verticle that connects the calendar service (e.g. Google Calendar, …) to the Mobility
Assistance. The component monitors the calendar for new events/appointments and pushes a
reorganized/optimized order of events back to the calendar service.

Event Broker

Runtime

The event broker is a Vert.X instance that represents the runtime for the Verticle-based
components of the mobility assistance.

User Preference

Verticle

The user preference verticle provides the user’s individual preferences upon request, thereby
enabling other components to take these preferences into account during calculation and
optimization processes. The verticle is also responsible for user preference management
(Create, Update, Delete).

Organizer

Verticle

The Organizer verticle is the key component of the mobility assistance. It selects and
aggregates data provided by other services/verticles and optimizes schedules/activities
according to the user’s preferences.

Organizer App

Mobile Application

Mobile application represents the user interface to the mobility assistance enabling the user to
utilize its functionality (e.g. managing user preferences, optimizing calendars, planning
trips…)

Intermodal
Routing

Service

Intermodal routing service that allows the calculation of inter- / multimodal routes by taking
into consideration the user’s preferences.

Public
Transportation

External Domain/
Data Provider

External service providing connection detail of Public Transportation Providers (timetables,
delays,…).

Car Sharing
Service

External Domain/
Data Provider

External service providing the availability of Car Sharing options

Traffic
Information

External Domain/
Data Provider

Traffic information service that provides up-to-date traffic reports (regarding accidents,
congestion, etc. ) to the mobility assistance

2.3. The Organizer Verticle
A specialized Organizer verticle (service) is the central component in this distributed system. While the mobile application
(Organizer App) represents the user interface of the mobility assistance, the Organizer verticle comprises the actual optimization
and reorganization functionality. The Organizer verticle will regroup the user’s activities and appointments when possible in order
to optimize the travel demand according to the user’s preferences. These preferences comprise information on the user’s preferred
modes as well as the requested goal of the optimization (costs, travel time, total travel demand …). However, in order to implement
the functionality, the Organizer has to interact with other components of the mobility assistance system as well as external domains.
This applies especially for the Calendar Adapter verticle, the User Preference (verticle) and the Intermodal Routing service. In the
following we will a) provide a short overview on the processing steps performed by the Organizer verticle (see Figure 3) and b)
present the chosen optimization protocol (partly shown by Figure 3)..
The calendar optimization is an event-driven process (e.g. regarding a user’s travel demand for a certain day) which can be
triggered by different types of events. In addition to an optimization request initiated by the user (see Figure 3), it is also possible
to retrieve new appointments or messages which trigger appointments automatically. In both cases the optimization process has to
be initiated. Before the Organizer starts the actual optimization process, the user’s appointments/activities as well as the preferences
are loaded using the Calendar Adapter verticle and the User Preference verticle respectively. Afterwards, the Organizer requests
routes from the intermodal routing services to connect appointments as well as the user’s start position. Therefore, a request with
start location/time and the user’s travel preferences is transmitted to the Intermodal Routing service. Based on the user preferences
the Routing service returns a route in consideration of public and private motorized transportation as well as intermodal
transportation. For each route the Organizer applies a utility function to determine a measure for this route. The utility function is
based on the user’s preferred goals such as time, cost, CO2 or preferred modes of transportation. Then an optimized trip chain
(maximizing utility/reducing the subjective costs) covering all appointments is calculated by the Organizer. Finally, start and end
dates of the appointments are updated according to the selected route and pushed back to the Calendar Adapter verticle that updates
connected calendars.
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Figure 3: Calendar Optimization

The actual calendar optimization problem can be modelled as travelling salesmen problem (TSP); hence it is non-deterministic
polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) and we may transform it to a graph as follows:

 ܩൌ ሺܮǡ ܴǡ ܿሻ



(1)

The set  ܮൌ  ܣ  ܵܮcomprises the nodes within the graph.  ܵܮrepresent the user’s start location whereas  ܣis a set of
appointments returned from the Calendar Service. Set ܴ ൌ  ܮൈ  ܮare the edges within the full graph representing the routes which
connect all appointments as well as the start position with each other. The cost function ܿ assigns the user’s individual costs to a
route ܴ א ݎ. It is based on a utility function that evaluates the route returned from the intermodal routing service according the
user’s preferences. The lower the value of ܿ is the better it fits the user’s preferences. The objective function uses the variable ݔ
to indicate whether or not the route connecting ܮ and ܮ is part of the solution.
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Formula (3) and (4) ensure that each node is only visited once whereas (5) defines the sub-tour elimination constraint. In order
to solve the rescheduling problem, i.e. find the shortest Hamiltonian cycle through all nodes, our prototype implementation of the
Organizer verticle utilizes heuristics. At the beginning the chosen approach calculates a first valid solution using the nearest
neighbor heuristics (Rosenkrantz et al., 1977). The given algorithm is a greedy algorithm that takes a directed, weighted graph as
input parameter and returns a Hamiltonian cycle. This intermediary result, which in general does not provide an optimal solution,
is improved using the 2-opt heuristics, a local search algorithm (Croes, 1958). As mentioned at the beginning the system is still
under construction. Thus the optimization protocol and the algorithms within the optimizer component and will be further evaluated
and might be subject to change in due course of the project. In the following development stages we plan to extend the current
procedure with adaptive algorithms in order to directly incorporate analysis results into our calculations. Since both protocol and
algorithms have to deal with events one option is also to employ so called online optimization algorithms (Borodin and El-Yaniv,
2005).
2.4. The Organizer App
Based on the general overview presented above a concrete example will be discussed in the following. Therefore, we will
consider a user with the following user preferences, i.e.: a) minimize travel demand, b) public transportation as preferred means of
transportation, as well as c) bike sharing as alternative means of travel for short distances. All preferences have been set using
Organizer App and are considered during the optimization process. Within this example the user is currently located in Pforzheim
and is supposed to attend a meeting in Ettlingen. The Organizer has already calculated a trip using public transportation.
When a new event is added to the user’s calendar the system will extract date, time, duration and location of the new event and
compare it to other existing events that could be reorganized to one trip. Then the user receives a notification regarding the new
appointment and is requested to decide whether or not he wants to optimize his schedule. Within the given example the user
receives a notification about a BiE project meeting taking place in Karlsruhe (see Figure 4 a).

Figure 4: Notification (a) and trip planning (b) of the Organizer App

In case the user accepts the appointment the Organizer starts the optimization and attempts to regroup the new event around
events with the same location or local proximity in order to suit the user’s preferences. In this case, the Organizer will extent the
current trip and append the new appointment in Karlsruhe right after the appointment in Ettlingen. Additionally, the Organizer
proposes a route as well as means of transportation for each trip, while keeping track of relevant traffic information like construction
sites or altered traffic routing (see Figure 4 b). The trip and detailed view on the associated routes proposed by the Organizer can
be reviewed and altered by the user (Figure 5). Finally, the user has to confirm the new event dates as well as the trip with the
corresponding routes. Due to the fact that the Organizer optimizes the calendar according to the user’s preferences generally there
is no need for change. However, the user can always edit the trip and associated routes proposed by the Organizer, i.e. changing
appointment dates, routes or means of transportation. In this case the appointment was appended to an existing trip, thereby
minimizing the travel demand and optimizing the route according to preferred means of transportation (public transportation and
bike).
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Figure 5: Route Visualization

3. Impacts on Travel Behavior
As shown in the previous section, the mobility assistance will influence travel behavior of people. It will modify their travel
behavior in terms of changing activity patterns or destination and mode choices. Since these modifications are user-specific and
may influence the user’s activities in different ways depending on the optimization strategy, e.g. cost or travel time optimization,
we use a travel demand model to simulate and evaluate the behavior changes occurred by the assistance.
In recent years, the agent-based, microscopic travel demand model mobiTopp (Mallig et al., 2013) has been developed at the
Institute for Transport Studies at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. mobiTopp simulates the travel demand (all trips) including
the choices of activities, destinations and modes. The model is used to simulate the travel behavior of all inhabitants of the planning
area (in this case the Greater Stuttgart Region in Germany with 2.7 Mio inhabitants) in the course of one week. Figure 6 shows an
overview of the mobiTopp framework.

Figure 6: Overview of the mobiTopp framework

3.1. actiTopp – A new activity generation module for mobiTopp
Answering the question of how the assistance affects and shifts mobility patterns, the activity choice part of the actual model
implementation needs to be further developed. Until now, the agents’ activity schedules in the model are derived from a travel
survey in the Greater Stuttgart Region. During the population synthesis part of the model, activity schedules from the survey are
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selected according to the households of the population. While we do not “generate” the schedules as a function of sociodemographic
or other personal circumstances, it is difficult to evaluate changes that occur as a result of the mobility assistance (see section 2.3).
Actually the model is not sensitive to different measures that influence the travel behavior in terms of changing activity patterns.
We have no mechanisms to model activity choice and therefore we are not able to evaluate measures. Hence, we develop a new
activity generation module to get more possibilities to influence activities, to better understand and evaluate the impacts of different
parts of the activity generation process. That means we will synthetically model activity schedules for the households/persons in
mobiTopp. The activity schedules will be sound concerning the week and household context.
When investigating the current state of the art concerning modeling travel demand, especially activity modeling, a lot of models
can be mentioned. Travel demand models usually have different emphases. Some focus on the individual’s activity patterns and
try to model explicitly the decision process of human beings concerning travel demand. They try to predict activity choices using
different approaches. Usually, utility-based and rule-based modeling techniques are distinguished. Utility-based generally follow
the paradigm of utility-maximization of people. Some examples of utility-based models are the Boston/Portland Model (Bowman,
1998), CT-RAMP (Davidson et al., 2010), TASHA (Roorda et al., 2008) or CEMDAP (Bhat et al., 2004). Rule-based models try
to overcome the fact that people always want to optimize utility and use rule-based approaches like decision trees for the generation
of activities instead. One model of this type is ALBATROSS (Arentze et al., 2000). Despite the focus on individual activity
patterns, in recent years, general frameworks came up. They focus on both, demand and supply side. They try not to model
individual decisions only but also the supply side in terms of the network people are using as well as traffic assignment. Some
example of these frameworks are MATSim (Balmer et al., 2008; Raney and Nagel) or SimMobility (Adnan et al., 2016).
While there are a lot of activity based travel demand models used all over the world, there are only a few models that cover
more than one day and, to the knowledge of the authors, there is no other comprehensive model that by default covers a complete
week. Concerning the modeling of a week, there were some experimentations with MATSim (Horni and Axhausen, 2012; Ordonez
M. et al., 2012) and also the SimMobility model offers a learning day-by-day module (Adnan et al., 2016) but currently no
published use case for that is known to the authors.
The mobiTopp framework also uses a utility-based approach like other models do. It has been designed as a system of integrated
demand and traffic flow simulation (Schnittger and Wittowsky, 2002; Schnittger and Zumkeller, 2004) and has been further
developed in recent years (Kagerbauer et al., 2016; Mallig et al., 2013).
Since mobiTopp simulates a whole week, approaches to model activity schedules within one-day travel demand models are not
sufficient. They cannot simulate the stability and variability of personal activity schedules within a period longer than one day.
Therefore, we expand a known approach by several components to reflect the travel behavior over a week. Modeling a full week
results in a higher complexity concerning the activity generation module. Taking 7 one-day activity schedules in a row is not
sufficient. Since there are elements of the activity schedule that are similar day by day (e.g. leaving in the morning for work mostly
at the same time) but also others that do not occur every day (e.g. shopping or sport activities) some additional complexity needs
to be implemented into the model to reflect the personal behavior over a week.
One approach used in one-day models in practice for a longer time (e.g. in the Boston/Portland model, SimMobility, CT-RAMP)
is “The Day Activity Schedule Approach to Travel Demand Analysis” (Bowman, 1998). To model the travel demand, the approach
of Bowman uses an activity schedule for one day that reflects the daily routines of a person. Since there is an infinite number of
combinations to determine an activity schedule for one day, Bowman suggests splitting the selection of a specific activity schedule
into a series of simpler decisions. This approach results in a stepwise modeling of a complex activity schedule for one day. For the
modeling decisions, logit and nested logit models are used. The concept of Bowman starts with the decision on the primary activity
of the day followed by different steps that model the primary tour structure and other tours during the day.
For our new module, called actiTopp, we use the basic idea of the stepwise modeling and enhance it on relevant parts concerning
the modeling of activity schedules for a whole week. Table 2 gives an overview of the different steps actiTopp is performing to
model activity patterns.
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Table 2: Component Overview of actiTopp
modeling level and decision
step
persons (week)
1

day

tour

# working days
# education days

2

type of main tour

3

# tours before
# tours after

4

tour types

5

# activities before
# activities after
activity types

6
7

time budgets for
different types
activity durations

8
9

activity

main start time

10

start time

The structure basically follows the approach of Bowman. We used binomial as well as multinomial logit approaches to model
the decisions of different steps. Nevertheless, a lot of decisions cannot be modeled using a logit model only, e.g. activity durations
(step 8). Since a logit model needs to be configured for different, discrete choices, a high time resolution is difficult to achieve. To
model the duration with high accuracy (by minute), we used in these cases a combination of a multinomial logit model to determine
the duration class (e.g. 30-60 minutes) and a random draw from the exact distribution of durations in this duration class. Using this
method, we are able to model activity duration as well as start times with the accuracy of one minute.
To extend the approach of Bowman, we added decisions on personal level that reflect decisions for the whole week. Step 1
models the number of working and educations days per person. Since this attribute determines a high share of daily routines, the
results of this step are used in the following to determine the type of the main tour. Another example is given by Step 9 of actiTopp.
Step 9 models the main start time for working or educations main tours. The result of this step is used in the following step when
starting times are determined.
Example: Step 9 results in a starting time class between 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. for working main tours. In Step 10, five working
main tours are modeled since the person goes to work on five days within the week. Step 10 now first decides whether the start
times of these tours are located within the main start time (result of step 9) or not. Using this technique enables us to improve the
stability of start times over the different days of the week and to represent better daily routines of people that are typical over the
period of one week.
Currently, we are in the implementation phase of this model into the mobiTopp framework. We estimated the model using the
data of the German Mobility Panel (MOP) (Weiss et al., 2016; Zumkeller and Chlond, 2009). The MOP-database of 2004-2013
that we used for the estimation of the different model steps shown above consists of over 17,800 week activity schedules. Apart
from the reported schedules we could use enhanced socio demographic information and household context information to estimate
the model steps. After the implementation we will apply the model to the population of the Greater Stuttgart area in mobiTopp.
3.2. Evaluating the impacts of the mobility assistance on travel behavior
Using the new activity generation module actiTopp, we are able to synthetically generate activity schedules for a whole week.
In the context of the project, the schedules of the mobiTopp-agents are used by the mobility assistance. The schedules feed as
synthetic input into the assistance. The assistance then works on these schedules, meaning that the schedules will be optimized by
the assistance (see section 2.3) and suggestions will be given where to adapt activities in different manners due to different
circumstances like congestion, availability of different options or personal needs. This results in different adapted activity patters
(see point 4 in Figure 7) per person, e.g. optimized by travel times needed or travel costs minimized.
Subsequently, we will integrate these modified patterns again into mobiTopp to evaluate the suggestions of the assistance. Since
we usually have different alternative schedules returned by the assistance, we will evaluate different scenarios within the project:
A scenario where the agents only accept the cost-minimized patterns, a scenario where they choose randomly between the original
pattern (no change), the cost and travel time optimized pattern, … Future research needs to be done on the real acceptance of people
to the suggestions by a user survey. In this project we first evaluate potential effects given some assumptions. However, the usage
of the travel demand model allows us to easily scale the market share of such an assistance and to evaluate possible effects within
the network. Analyzing the modified patterns after optimization by the assistance, we can evaluate changes that impact the different
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steps of the activity generation module. What kind of tours are changing? How do they change? For each difference between the
original and the modified pattern, we can determine the impacts and evaluate how the change results in different travel times (e.g.
per day, over the week …) or in different loads within the network.
Figure 7 shows the interaction between the travel demand model mobiTopp and the mobility assistance developed within the
project.

Figure 7: Interaction between mobiTopp and the mobility assistance

4. Conclusions and Outlook
In result we expect that people will have enhanced and more explicit opportunities to adjust their mobility behavior. The mobility
assistance is a central part to support this. Regarding mobility assistance, the mobile application is the key component to improve
user acceptance and user experience. This mobile application represents the user interface which will provide information to users
and decision support functionalities. Of course decision support can only be achieved by a distributed system which is able to: a)
manage information on global traffic conditions, b) store information about individual user preferences and c) calculate
optimizations regarding planning and travel optimization. All these functionalities are currently under development within the joint
research project BiE.
Given the enhanced possibilities to manage individual travel behavior, we believe that the mobility assistance is capable to
influence travel demands. The average amount of optimization potential (e.g. travel time saved) is evaluated by the travel demand
modeling software mobiTopp. We are currently implementing the mobility assistance as well as the activity generation module.
Since we evaluate the suggested optimized mobility patterns by the assistance after model implementation and compare them to
the original patterns (see section 3.2), we will be able to answer the following questions:
x How does the number of trips, trip distances, trips times and modal split change on individual level?
x How does traffic volumes shift on infrastructural level when a certain market penetration of the system is given? How does
the system’s modal split change? Will public transportation increase? Will the shifts in modal split rely to more sustainability?
x How do traffic volumes change over time? Will there be a more even distribution over the day? What about morning and
evening peaks?
x How do changing trip lengths and modal split changes affect the environmental balance?
In this project we develop a complex mobility assistance system. After the currently ongoing implementation phase of the
project, we are able to investigate possible effects of the mobility assistance regarding travel behavior and transportation systems.
Future research activities may trigger effects on both, the assistance and the simulated behavior analysis. In a subsequent step
we will evaluate the acceptance of suggestions made by the mobility assistance, e.g. in a user survey. As shown in this paper the
mobility assistance does not necessarily compute the optimum but constant improvements. In future development stages we plan
to extend the current procedure with adaptive algorithms (i.e. the algorithm’s behavior is changed based on information available
at run-time). This allows for a direct incorporation of analysis results (see section 3) into our calculations within the Organizer (see
section 2.3), thereby improving our decision support. This will also lead to higher precision of simulation results. Furthermore, in
respect to these findings, we consider additional projects to examine how the acceptance of suggested improvements can be
increased. Currently we assume that acceptance is influenced by the type of suggestions (e.g. work versus free time activities) and
that time and way of presentation (e.g. in form of gamification). We plan to examine this deeply in next projects. Associated to
this are cultural and social aspects, like: What kind of suggestions is accepted by whom? Concerning the evaluation, thoughts about
the implementation of a feedback mechanism may valuable in addition to the assistance. Regarding gamification, it might be worth
to display system wide effects based on individual behavior (people might want to know what kind of effects a certain suggestion
may have).
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